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Abstract—This work presents the novel multi-modal Varia-
tional Autoencoder approach M2VAE which is derived from the
complete marginal joint log-likelihood. This allows the end-to-
end training of Bayesian information fusion on raw data for
all subsets of a sensor setup. Furthermore, we introduce the
concept of in-place fusion – applicable to distributed sensing –
where latent embeddings of observations need to be fused with
new data. To facilitate in-place fusion even on raw data, we
introduced the concept of a re-encoding loss that stabilizes the
decoding and makes visualization of latent statistics possible. We
also show that the M2VAE finds a coherent latent embedding,
such that a single naı¨ve Bayes classifier performs equally well
on all permutations of a bi-modal Mixture-of-Gaussians signal.
Finally, we show that our approach outperforms current VAE
approaches on a bi-modal MNIST & fashion-MNIST data set
and works sufficiently well as a preprocessing on a tri-modal
simulated camera & LiDAR data set from the Gazebo simulator.
Index Terms—Multi-Modal Fusion, Deep Generative Model,
Variational Autoencoder
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep multi-modal generative models by means of Varia-
tional Autoencoders (VAE) are an upcoming research topic
for sensor fusion and represent a subcategory of deep neuronal
networks that facilitate a variational Bayes approach [1]–[4].
VAEs have a considerable impact on the field of data-driven
learning of generative models as they tend to learn the inverse
and forward models from observations in an unsupervised
fashion. Furthermore, recent investigations have shown the
fruitful applicability to zero-shot domain transfer in deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) and bi-directional exchange of
multi-modal data [3], [5].
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Fig. 1. Fusion of a camera and LiDAR perception from the Autonomous Mini-
Robot (AMiRo) [11], sensing a red cylinder, to a single latent embedding z2.
The interaction is shown between the multi-modal encoder (right) facilitating
sensor fusion of the formerly encoded latent embedding z1 (left) and the new
observation b. First (t1), the color determining perception a by the camera is
encoded to z1 ∈ Z . Second (t2), a shape determining perception b – e.g. via
a LiDAR – is fused via decoding z1 to a′ and encoding both into the bi-modal
embedding z2 ∈ Z . The embeddings are determined by the parameter layers’
outputs (e.g. mean and variance for VAEs trained with Gaussian sampling).
VAEs encode observations into latent space features that
are (ideally) linearly separable [6]. More intriguingly is the
ability to discover the joint posterior and likelihood models [3].
This facilitates sensor fusion by neuronal networks which obey
variational Bayes methods. However, a framework that learns
coherent posterior models between all subsets in a sensor
setup remains unknown to the authors. Such a framework
could handle sensory dropout during operation and therefore
stabilize and lean subsequent classifying and reinforcement
learning approaches, which commonly have to learn dropout
during training (e.g. [7]). Furthermore, it may give an end-
to-end solution to inverse sensor modeling relying on binary
Bayes filters [8], [9] and may overcome their limitations
regarding multi-modal fusion [8], [10].
This contribution exploits VAEs to circumvent the simpli-
fying assumption of conditionally independent measurements
for distributed estimation (c.f. [12]) by following a data-driven
approach which models the full posterior distribution in a
multi-modal setup. To achieve this goal, we propose a multi-
modal, in-place, posterior fusion approach based on VAEs.
This approach is applicable in distributed active-sensing tasks
(c.f. [13]). Compressed representations – e.g. the latent space’s
embedding z – of an object’s observations M′ are efficiently
transmitted between all sensing agents and independently
updated as follows: As depicted in Fig. 1, z1 ∈ Z can be
unfolded to the original observation using the VAE’s decoder
networks and combined with any new observation b to update
the information in-place z1 → z2 ∈ Z .
We present a novel approach to build and train a multi-
modal VAE (M2VAE), which models the posterior (i.e. en-
coders or inverse model) and likelihood (i.e. decoder or for-
ward model) of all combinations of modalities, that comprises
the complete marginal joint log-likelihood without loss of
generality. Furthermore, we propose a novel objective to main-
tain re-encoded embeddings (i.e. observation → encoding →
decoding → encoding → . . .) which is necessary to facilitate
our proposed fusion approach.
Section II comprises the related work on multi-modal VAEs.
Our approach is explained in Sec. III. To investigate the
characteristic of the latent space Z as well as the quanti-
tative features for existing multi-modal VAEs, we consider
explainable data sets consisting out of an entangled MNIST
& fashion-MNIST and simulated LiDAR & camera readings
from the Gazebo simulator, which are described in Sec. IV
and evaluated in Sec. V. Finally, we conclude our work in
Sec. VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Variational Autoencoder (VAE) combine neural networks
with variational inference to allow unsupervised learning of
complicated distributions according to the graphical model
shown in Fig. 2 a). A Da-dimensional observation a is
modeled in terms of a Dz-dimensional latent vector z using
a probabilistic decoder pθa(z) with parameters θ. To gener-
ate the corresponding embedding z from observation a, a
probabilistic encoder network with qφa(z) is being provided
which parametrizes the posterior distribution from which z is
sampled. The encoder and decoder, given by neural networks,
are trained jointly to bring a close to an a′ under the constraint
that an approximate distribution needs to be close to a prior
p(z) and hence inference is basically learned during training.
The specific objective of VAEs is the maximization of the
marginal distribution p(a) =
∫
pθ(a|z)p(z) dz. Because this
distribution is intractable, the model is instead trained via
stochastic gradient variational Bayes (SGVB) by maximizing
the evidence lower bound (ELBO) L of the marginal log-
likelihood log p(a) := La as
La≥La=−DKL(qφ(z|a)‖p(z))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Regularization
+Eqφ(z|a) log(pθ(a|z))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reconstruction
.
(1)
This approach proposed by [14] is used in settings where only
a single modality a is present in order to find a latent encoding
z (c.f. Fig. 2 a)).
In the following chapters, we briefly comprise related work
by means of multi-modal VAEs. Further, we stress the con-
cept of two joint multi-modal approaches to derive the later
proposed M2VAE.
A. Multi-Modal Auto Encoder
Given a set of modalities M = {a,b,c, . . .}, multi-modal
variants of Variational Auto Encoders (VAE) have been ap-
plied to train generative models for multi-directional recon-
struction (i.e. generation of missing data) or feature extrac-
tion. Variants are Conditional VAEs (CVAE) and Conditional
Multi-Modal AEs (CMMA), with the lack in bi-directional
reconstruction (c.f. [15], [16]). BiVCCA by [1] trains two
VAEs together with interacting inference networks to facilitate
two-way reconstruction with the lack of directly modeling the
joint distribution. Models, that are derived from the Variation
of Information (VI) with the objective to estimate the joint
distribution with the capabilities of multi-directional recon-
struction were recently introduced by [3]. [4] introduce another
objective for the bi-modal VAE, which they call the triplet
ELBO (tVAE). Furthermore, multi-modal stacked AEs are a
variant of combining the latent spaces of various AEs (c.f.
[17], [18]) which can also be applied to the reconstruction of
missing modalities ( [2], [19]). However, while [3] and [4]
argue that training of the full multi-modal VAE is intractable,
because of the 2|M|−1 modality subsets of inference networks,
we show that training the full joint model estimates the most
expressive latent embeddings.
1) Joint Multi-Modal Variational Auto Encoder: When
more than one modality is available, e.g. a and b as shown in
Fig. 2 a), the derivation of the ELBO LJ for a marginal joint
log-likelihood log p(a) := LJ is straight forward:
LJ ≥ LJ = −DKL(qφab(z|a,b)‖p(z))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Regularization
+ (2)
Eqφab (z|a,b) log(pθa(a|z))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reconstruction wrt. a
+Eqφab (z|a,b) log(pθb(b|z))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reconstruction wrt. b
. (3)
However, given Eq. 3 it is not clear how to perform inference
if the dataset consists of samples lacking from modalities (e.g.
for samples i and k: (ai,∅) and (∅,bk)). [2] propose training
of a bimodal deep auto encoder using an augmented dataset
with additional examples that have only a single-modality as
input. We, therefore, name the resulting model of Eq. 3 joint
multi-modal VAE-Zero (JMVAE-Zero).
2) Joint Multi-Modal Variational Auto Encoder from Vari-
ation of Information: While the former approach cannot
directly be applied to missing modalities, [3] propose a joint
multi-modal VAE (JMVAE) that is trained via two uni-modal
encoders and a bi-modal en-/decoder which share one objec-
tive function derived from the Variation of Information (VI)
of the marginal conditional log-likelihoods log p(a|b)p(b|a) =:
LM by optimizing the ELBO LM:
LM ≥ LM ≥ LJ− (4)
DKL(qφab(z|a,b)‖qφb(z|b))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Unimodal PDF fitting of encoder b
−DKL(qφab(z|a,b)‖qφa(z|a))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Unimodal PDF fitting of encoder a
(5)
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Fig. 2. a) Evolution of full uni-, bi-, and tri-modal VAEs comprising all modality permutations. b) Extension of the standard VAE to facilitate immutable
re-encoding of the latent embedding z. c) Multi-modal VAE (MVAE) realization in the bi-modal case with proposed re-encoding during training from b).
To maintain stability during training and to keep the number of parameters tractable, outputs from the penultimate layers (i.e. before the linear, distribution
parameterizing layers) are taken as input values for multi-modal encoders.
Therefore, uni-modal encoders are trained, so that their dis-
tributions qφa and qφb are close to a multi-modal encoder
qφab in order to build a coherent posterior distribution. The
introduced regularization by [3] puts learning pressure on
the uni-modal encoders just by the distributions’ shape,
disregarding reconstruction capabilities and the prior p(z).
Furthermore, one can show that deriving the ELBO from
the VI for a set of M observable modalities, always leads
to an expression of the ELBO that allows only training of
M˜ = {m|m ∈ P(M), |m| = |M| − 1} modality combina-
tions. This leads to the fact that for instance in a tri-modal
setup, as shown in Fig. 2 a), one can derive and train three
bi-modal encoders, but no uni-modal ones.
III. VAE FUSION APPROACH
While the objective of [1], [2], [3], and [4] is to exchange
modalities bi-directionally (e.g. a→ b′), our primary concern
is twofold: First, find an expression to jointly train all 2|M|−1
permutations of modality encoders (c.f. Sec. III-A). Second,
add an additional objective that ensures immutability while re-
encoding observations to facilitate in-place sensor fusion (c.f.
Sec. III-B).
A. Multi-Modal Variational Autoencoder
By successively applying logarithm and Bayes rules, we de-
rive the ELBO for the multi-modal VAE (M2VAE) as follows:
First, given the independent set of observable modalitiesM =
{a,b,c, . . .}, its marginal log-likelihood log p(M) =: LM2 is
multiplied by the cardinality of the set as the neutral element
1 = |M|/|M|. Second, applying logarithm multiplication rule,
the nominator is written as the argument’s exponent. Third,
Bayes rule is applied to each term wrt. the remaining ob-
servable modalities to derive their conditionals. Further, we
bootstrap the derivation technique in a bi-modal (c.f. [20]
for tri-modal) case to illustrate the advantages. Excessively
applying the scheme until convergence of the mathematical
expression leads for the bi-modal set M = {a,b} to the term
in Eq. 7.
LM2 =
2
2 log p(a,b) =
1
2 log p(a,b)
2 (6)
= 12 log p(a,b)p(a,b)
1
2 log p(b)p(a|b)p(b|a)p(a) (7)
= 12 (log p(a) + log p(b|a) + log p(a|b) + log p(b)) (8)
Eq. 1, 5
= 12 (La + LM + Lb) (9)
This term can be written as inequality wrt. each ELBO of
the marginals La, Lb and conditionals LM:
2LM2 ≥ 2LM2 = La + Lb + LM = (10)
−DKL(qφa(z|a)‖p(z)) + Eqφa (z|a) log(pθa(a|z)) (11)
−DKL(qφb(z|b)‖p(z)) + Eqφb (z|b) log(pθb(b|z)) (12)
+ Eqφab (z|a,b) log(pθa(a|z)) + Eqφab (z|a,b) log(pθb(b|z)) (13)
−DKL(qφab(z|a,b)‖p(z)) (14)
−DKL(qφab(z|a,b)‖qφa(z|a))−DKL(qφab(z|a,b)‖qφb(z|b)).
(15)
Equation 10 is substituted by all formerly derived ELBO
expressions lead to the combination of the uni-modal VAEs
wrt. a and b (c.f. Eq. 11 and 12) and the JMVAE comprising
the VAE wrt. the joint modality ab (c.f. Eq. 13 and 14) and
mutual latent space (c.f. Eq. 15). Equation 11 and 12 have the
effect that their regularizers care about the uni-modal distri-
bution to deviate not too much from the common prior while
their reconstruction term shapes the underlying embedding of
the mutual latent space. A network configuration, comprising
the three encoder and two decoder networks from Eq. 10, is
depicted in Fig. 2 c). It is worth mentioning that one can apply
the concept of β-VAE (c.f. [5], [21], [22]) to the regularizers
via single scalar βm. However, while β-VAE have the property
to disentangle the latent space, our main concern is the balance
between the input and latent space using a constant normalized
factor βnorm = βmDm/Dz∀m ∈ P (M).
If the derivation is applied to the log-likelihood LM2M of
a set M, one can show that it results into a recursive form
consisting of JMVAEs’ and M2VAEs’ log-likelihood terms
LM2M =
1
|M|
LMM + ∑
m˜∈M˜
LM2m˜
 (16)
≥ 1|M|
LMM + ∑
m˜∈M˜
LM2m˜
 =: LM2M . (17)
While the derivation of Eq. 17 is given in [20], the properties
are as follows:
• the M2VAE consist out of 2|M|−1 encoders and |M|
decoders comprising all modality combinations
• while it also allows the bi-directional exchange of modal-
ities, it further allows the setup of arbitrary modality
combinations having 1 to |M| modalities
• subsets of minor cardinality are weighted less and have
a therefore minor impact in shaping the overall posterior
distribution (vice versa, the major subsets dominate the
shaping, and the minor sets adapt to it)
• all encoder/decoder networks can jointly be trained using
SGVB
B. In-Place Sensor Fusion
This section introduces the concept of in-place sensor
fusion, that updates an existing embedding z to z∗, using
multi-modal VAEs as follows:
qφm∪M′ (z
∗|m,f(M′)) with f(M′) =
⋃
m′inM′
pθm′ (m
′|z).
(18)
However, a necessary requirement of Eq. 18 is, that auto re-
encoding (i.e. z → z via qφM′ (z|M′)) does not manipulate
the information represented by z in an unrecoverable way
(e.g. label-switching). One may assume that VAEs tend to
have a natural denoising characteristic (despite the explicit
denoising Autoencoders) which should re-encode any z in a
better version of its own by means of the reconstruction loss
wrt. the observation. Surprisingly, this behavior only holds for
linear separable observations as discussed later in Sec. V. For
non-separable data, the common VAE tend to re-encode any
observation to the priors mean and thus, changes the initial
information fundamentally. Similar observations were already
made by [23] which contradict the basic assumption of in-
place sensor fusion.
To maintain stability and immutability of the encoding
during re-encoding, we propose a new training objective by
adding a re-encoding loss Ereenc. to the common VAE objective
(c.f. Fig. 2 b)) This results in the new loss term comprising
the reconstruction losses Erec., prior and mutual loss EKL, and
the proposed re-encoding loss Ereenc.:
E = Erec. + EKL + αEreenc.. (19)
Ereenc. can be any loss function or metric that compares
either the sampled encoding or distribution parameters. The
parameter α scales re-encoding loss to leverage its influence
in contrast to the reconstruction and prior losses.
IV. DATA SETS
[24] state that Hebbian learning relies on the fact that
the same objects are continuously transformed to their nearest
neighbor in the observable space. [21] adopted this approach
to their assumptions, that this notion can be generalized
within the latent manifold learning. Further, neither a coherent
manifold nor a proper factorization of the latent space can be
trained if these assumptions are not fulfilled by the dataset.
In summary, this means that observed data has to have the
property of continuous transformation wrt. to their properties
(e.g. position and shape of an object), such that a small
deviation of the observations results in proportional deviations
in the latent space. We adopt this assumption for multi-
modal data sets where observations should correlate if the
same quantity is observed, such that a small deviation in the
common latent representation between all modalities conducts
a proportional impact in all observations. This becomes an
actual fundamental requirement for any multi-modal data set,
as correlation and coherence are within the objective of multi-
modal sensor fusion. However, quantities may be partially
observable, so that the complete state of an observation can
be obtained via complementary fusion.
It is quite common in the multi-modal VAE community to
model a bi-modal data set as follows (c.f. [1]–[4]): The first
modality a denotes the raw data and b denotes the label (e.g.
the digits’ images and labels as one-hot vector wrt. the MNIST
data set). This is a rather artificial assumption and only suffi-
cient when the objective is within a semi-supervised training
framework. Real multi-modal data does not show this behavior
as there are commonly multiple raw data inputs. While only
complex multi-modal data sets of heterogeneous sensor setups
exist (c.f. [25]), which makes an explainable evaluation for our
approach futile, we generate various data sets for evaluation
on our own: First, we evaluate a bi-modal, 10 class Mixture of
Gaussians (MoG) data set (c.f. Fig. 3) that is ideally separable
by a Gaussian naı¨ve Bayes classifier. Modality a realizes the
class observations on a two-dimensional grid with each class
noise being σa = .06, while modality b observes a projection
on a unit cycle with σb = .1. Furthermore, to investigate
the complementary fusion capabilities, the mean values of a’s
observations are consolidated for the classes (5,6,7) and (0,8),
while b observes the consolidated classes (0,9). However,
every class is ideally separable if both modalities are observed.
While naı¨ve consolidation of non-correlated data sets does
not meet the conditions of data continuity and correlation,
as discussed earlier, we secondly consolidate the MNIST and
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Fig. 3. a) MoG input signals with for the modalities a and b. The depicted
observations are sampled for the corresponding modality for each class. b)
Comparison of standard non-correlated MNIST and f-MNIST data set (left)
and our proposed MNIST-E data set (right). c) Observations of objects via
camera and LiDAR in the Gazebo simulation with ambiguous observations
wrt. shape (left) and color (right). Reflectance measurements (i.e. modality c)
is missing due to low dimensionality.
fashion-MNIST data set by sampling from superimposed latent
spaces of various uni-modal trained conditional VAEs. This
approach allows the generation of the bi-modal data sets, i.e.
MNIST-E, from the distinct and disconnected uni-modal data
sets.
Furthermore, we investigate a tri-modal data set collected
via the Autonomous Mini-Robot [26] simulator compris-
ing a camera, LiDAR, and reflectance sensor. Assuming
closed world conditions, only primitive objects with the at-
tributes color ∈ {red, green}, shape ∈ {cylindric, cubic}, and
reflectance ∈ {mat, shiny} exist, which results in 23 = 8
objects. Therefore, every object is only assignable to one class
in a classification task, if and only if every attribute is sensed.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We apply the datasets explained in Sec. IV to test and
depict the capabilities of the M2VAE. First, we evaluate
complementary fusion property on the MoG data set in Sec.
V-A. Second, we investigate the proposed extended VAE
objective with the additional re-encoding loss term briefly
on the MNIST and MoG data set in Sec. V-B, which also
introduces a novel visualization technique for latent spaces.
Third, the more complex data sets MNIST-E (without in-place
fusion) and LiDAR/camera (with in-place fusion) are evaluated
in Sec. V-C and V-D.
Various VAEs are compared qualitatively, by visualizing the
latent space, and quantitatively by performing lower bound
tests LM˜ for every subset M˜⊆M wrt. to the decoding of all
modalities pθM :
LM˜ = EqφM˜(z|M˜) log
pθM(M|z)p(z)
qφM˜
(
z|M˜
) (20)
with p(z) = N (z;0,I). However, we also qualitatively evalu-
ate the latent space representation with the premise in mind,
that a good generative model should not just generate good
data, i.e. low reconstruction error, but also gives a good latent
distribution of samples z ∈ Z . All experiments are explained
on the basis of the best performing network architectures
evaluated via hyper parameter grid search. The corresponding
code implementations and library for building M2VAEs are
publicly available.
Furthermore, we briefly argue about selection of a good
βnorm parameter, since it controls the mutual connection be-
tween all encoders as well as the prior’s impact We found that
a high value (i.e. βnorm ≥ 1.) put too much learning pressure
on matching the mutual and – more importantly – the prior
distributions which result in uninformative embeddings. To
small values, on the other hand, leads to better reconstruction
but also to non-coherent embeddings since the VAE is able
to become an AE for βnorm → 0. These findings makes the
M2VAE approach congruent to the behaviors of standard β-
VAEs [6], so that a βnorm/ 10−2 was chosen for training. It
is worth mentioning that learning pressure via βnorm should
be applied equally to all encoders so that they experience a
similar learning impact wrt. the latent space.
Furthermore, we want to highlight that we trained the
M2VAE in advance to all classification.
A. MoG Experiment
The M2VAE enforces its encoder networks qφ∗ inherently to
approximate the same posterior distribution which can be seen
by the strong coherence between all embeddings. In our de-
picted case, coherence means that the same observations lead
to the same latent embedding: qφab(a,b) ≈ qφa(a) ≈ qφb(b).
However, this property only holds for non-ambiguous observa-
tions. Observations made from classes which are not separable
collapse to a common mean in the latent space, which is
denoted for the uni-modal cases by (+) and (-). Furthermore,
the embeddings also show an interesting behavior for samples
from class (0): As this class is only ambiguously detectable
in the uni-modal case, the encoder networks learn a separable,
and therefore unambiguous, embedding if both modalities are
present (denoted by (-)).
The depicted behaviors are also rendered by the ELBO
(−L), which was used as the objective for training the M2VAE.
This is an intriguing observation because while the samples are
no longer separable (not even non-linearly) in latent space, the
c)
qφab qφa qφb
d)
b)
(*)
(/)
(*)
(/)
(*)
(/)
a)
(-)
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Fig. 4. 2-dimensional latent space embeddings of the bi-modal MoG test set.
Plots from left to right show the embeddings of the bi-modal (a,b), uni-modal
(a) and uni-modal (b) observation. Colorization: a) class labels (c.f. Fig 3),
b) ELBO, c) DKL, d) decision boundaries of a single naı¨ve Bayes classifier.
ELBO for the observation goes down (c.f. (∗) and (/)) and
gives, therefore, evidence about the embedding quality and
information content. This insight might connect VAEs with
the free-energy principle introduced by Friston [27] and might
be fruitful in terms of epistemic (ambiguity resolving) tasks,
where for instance an unsupervised learning approach could
use the ELBO as a signal to learn epistemic action selection.
However, while the ELBO is not accessible during inference,
we also plotted the accessible Kullback–Leibler divergence
(i.e. the prior loss DKL(qφ∗‖p(z))), that is a value for the
learned complexity of an observation [27]. This quantity,
trained by our approach, behaves inversely to the ELBO as
postulated by Fristen and will be investigated in prospective
studies.
Figure 4 d) shows the interaction between the latent embed-
dings and a single naı¨ve Bayes classifier, that was trained on
these embeddings. As one logically needs three classifiers for
classifying all permutations of observations ((a,b), (a), (b)),
the MVAE projects all permutations such, that only one naı¨ve
classifier is necessary. This is an interesting insight because of
the fact that this single classifier reaches the same classification
rate (c.f. Table I) as three exclusive classifiers trained on
the raw data. Furthermore, the ambiguous observations lie
mainly on the decision boundaries of the classifier. Again, we
want to highlight the M2VAE, which performs the embedding,
was trained in an unsupervised fashion. Therefore, we want
to attribute this behavior to the feature that VAEs naturally
project observations onto the prior by maintaining the sam-
pling distribution. Both are – in our experiment – Gaussian
and therefore seem to interact perfectly with a Gaussian naı¨ve
Bayes classifier, However, other multi-modal VAE approaches
tend to learn non-coherent latent spaces which we attribute to
the bad classification rates.
Enabling the possibility of using just a single classifier
on a multi-modal sensor setup, that is susceptible to sensory
dropout, is an outstanding feature of our approach. This could
stabilize and lean future classifying and reinforcement learning
approaches, which commonly learn dropout during training,
such that they learn from the common and coherent latent
space Z .
TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION RATE, I.E. THE RATIO OF CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED
SAMPLES TO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES, FOR THE NAI¨VE BAYES
CLASSIFICATION ON THE RAW AND ENCODED DATA.
input Embedding
Raw M2VAE JMVAE-Zero tVAE
a&b .99 .99 .99 .99
a .71 .71 .63 .64
b .90 .90 .09 .29
The M2VAE for Fig. 4 were configured as follows: qφa
and qφb have 2/input → 128/ReLU → 64/ReLU → two times
2/linear for mean and log-variance for Gaussian sampling →
64/ReLU→ 128/ReLU→ 2/sigmoid, batch size: 128, epochs:
400, βnorm = .01. qφab consists of a single 64/ReLU layer. The
other VAEs are configured accordingly, but without the latent
encoder qφab . It is worth noticing that the VAEs do not learn
the identity function, regardless of their high encoder fan-out
(Da = 2 vs. D = 128 of the first hidden layer), which we
attribute to the sampling layers and the prior loss EKL in the
VAEs’ bootlenecks.
B. Re-Encoding Experiment
The benefits of training a VAE via the proposed re-encoding
loss approach are twofold: First, the re-encodings become
nearly immutable and label switching can be suppressed (c.f.
Fig. 5 a) and b)). The immutability of single zinit. ∈ Z
are visualized as colorized perturbation by calculating the
Euclidean distance zdiff between the encoding before and after
(i.e. zreenc.) re-encoding (c.f. Fig. 5 c)):
zdiff = ‖zinit. − zreenc.‖2 with zreenc. ∼ qφ(z|pθ(zinit.)). (21)
While the common approach (left) without re-encoding loss
shows high perturbation allover the embedding area (c.f. Fig.
5 a) vs. c)), the proposed approach (right) is nearly free off
perturbation. Furthermore, the perturbation becomes higher
outside of the embedding’s area, indicated as red artifacts at
the image borders, since the VAE was not trained to preserve
the re-encodings in these areas. However, we take this as an
indicator that the VAE does not cheat on the re-encodings
by learning the identity function, which one might assume
because of the high fan-out between z and z′ (c.f. 2 b)) We
attribute this feature to the reconstruction loss Erec. between z
and z′ that acts as a regularize between the re-encoding. Sec-
ond, the latent spaces’ statistics of the encoder networks can be
visualized by traversing the latent space Z while obtaining the
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Fig. 5. a) – d) 2-dimensional latent space visualization of the MNIST test
data using a VAE as proposed in [14] with Gaussian sampling layer and
prior. a) Embeddings of a VAE’s encoder qφ trained via common (left)
and the proposed loss (right) with Ereenc. = DKL
(
qφ(a)‖qφ(a′)
)
. Black
trajectories indicate the initial encoding of a ’3’ and the terminal encoding
after 400 re-encodings. b) Corresponding initial and final decodings. c)
Qualitative difference zdiff between the initial and re-encoded z. d) Qualitative
latent space statistics produced with auto re-encoding (σ2 =
∑
i σ
2
i ). c)
and d) are heatmaps visualizations (blue i.e. low and red i.e. high values).
d) Trajectory visualization of re-encoding using the jointly trained bi- and
unimodal encoders, without proposed loss, on the MoG data with Erec.
underlay.
output parameters of the encoder via re-encoding (c.f. Fig. 5
d)). Visualization of the latent space statistics gives intriguing
insights to the behaviors of VAEs. As shown in Fig. 5 d), the
encoder network tends to tie up the variances σ and therefore
deviate from the prior, indicated by EKL, where the encoder
embeds observations into Z . Furthermore, the reconstruction
loss Erec. becomes higher at the vicinity of cluster boarders,
where the encoder embeds poor or ambiguous observations.
We also plotted the combined loss E (i.e. negative ELBO L)
for the sake of completeness which shows the same behavior,
because of dominant reconstruction loss that is attributable to
high input dimensionality (Da = 784 vs. Dz = 2). However,
this behavior is hardly recognizable by the slightly brighter
filaments because of the already complex data set. It becomes
much clearer for the MoG experiment which comprises linear
separable data.
As mentioned earlier, for the linear separable MoG data
set, the M2VAE without the proposed loss does, in fact, tend
to have a denoising characteristic which re-encodes any z in
a refined version of its own by means of the reconstruction
loss. This behavior is shown in Fig. 5 e) where we underlay
the re-encoding trajectories with the reconstruction loss Erec..
One can see naturally learned discrimination boarders of the
latent space indicated by high losses which separate clusters’
vicinities. Furthermore, initial z values are auto re-encoded
which draw the trajectories along their path in latent space. The
properties of the various VAE encoders qφ* during re-encoding
show that every observation converges to a fixed-point, i.e.
the corresponding clusters’ mean values while performing
descending steps on the loss manifold.
The VAEs for Fig. 5 a) – d) were both configured as
follows: 784/input → 256/ReLU → 128/ReLU → two times
2/linear for mean and log-variance for Gaussian sampling →
128/ReLU → 256/ReLU → 784/sigmoid, batch size: 1024,
epochs: 400, α = .01 using warmup by [28] after 200 epochs.
C. MNIST-E Experiment
For this experiment, we estimated the ELBO by Eq. 20 to
evaluate the performance of models JMVAE-Zero, tVAE, and
M2VAE. We chose the model wrt. to the evaluation in Fig. 4
with βnorm = 10−2 for the given MNIST image resolution of
Da = Db = ||(28,28,1)|| and Dz = 10. Since the MNIST-
E set shares the same latent distribution for all subsets of
modalities a (i.e. MNIST) and b (i.e. fashion-MNIST), we
expect the VAE to learn equal evidence lower bounds for
the uni- as well as the bi-modal observations. Table II shows
TABLE II
ELBO TEST FOR UNI- AND MULTI-MODAL VAES (HIGHER IS BETTER).
La,b La Lb
M2VAE −10.75 −10.91 −16.01
tVAE −23.6 −101.28 −88.75
JMVAE-Zero −24.19 −131.05 −99.71
quantitatively that the proposed M2VAE reaches the highest
ELBO value, as well as it meets almost meet the expectations
of learning equal ELBOs. The other VAEs deviate from that
expectation which we attribute the simplifications in their
training objectives.
D. Camera & LiDAR Experiment
This experiment finally shows the ability of the M2VAE
to interact with the proposed re-encoding loss on simulated
sensory observations. Training VAEs in general can become
unstable on complex observations and we observed that the
M2VAE is even more susceptible to this behavior due to
varying input dimensionalities. One can easily introduce more
factors to balance the reconstruction losses, but this would
not scale well in a hyper parameter search. Therefore, we first
trained well elaborated β-VAEs on all modalities exclusively
and use their encoders as a preprocessing to the M2VAE. This
allows the dimensionality reduction of all high dimensional
modality inputs (∼ 106 for a camera vs. ∼ 103 for LiDAR
a frame) to a common size in dimension Da = Db = . . .
which makes the introduction of further hyper parameters to
the M2VAE unnecessary.
We compare the setups using the standard scikit MLP
classifier setup with and without M2VAE embeddings. We
performed the first classification task with a meta-sensor setup,
which is able to sense all attributes at once, resulting in
a classification rate of 96.2% with M2VAE versus 97.1%
without. We attribute the slight classification drawback to the
generalization of VAEs, but take the results as a proof of
concept for our M2VAE approach, that raw – by means of
β-VAE – and embedded – by means of β-VAE → M2VAE –
observations perform equally well.
Next, we compare the M2VAE in the single-sensor setup
without – resulting in 65.8% – and with – resulting in 94.3%
– additional re-encoding loss during the training phase. The
sensings are performed each with a single-sensor setup which
is only able to perform consecutive sensing of attributes and,
therefore, needs to facilitate in-place fusion to combine the
sensings. The high performance impact shows the necessity of
the proposed re-encoding loss, that almost reaches the desired
performance which we, again, attribute to the generalization.
The M2VAE was configured wrt. Sec. V-A with D* = 10.
VI. CONCLUSION
We introduced the novel Variational Autoencoder frame-
work M2VAE for multi-modal data and showed that it can be
trained on a variety of data sets. Furthermore, we developed
the concept of in-place sensor fusion, which is applicable in
distributed sensing scenarios and formulated its requirements
by means of auto re-encoding. However, our introduced ob-
jective via the re-encoding loss facilitates in-place fusion and
prevents label switching even on complex observations by
maintaining the latent embedding during training. We per-
formed all qualitative evaluations of the latent space with the
premise in mind that a good generative model should not just
generate good data but also gives a good latent representation,
which correlates with the quantitative results. The M2VAE
is publicly available while future work will elaborate on the
epistemic sensing and modality exchange.
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